Klr 250 kawasaki

This lightweight dualsport motorcycle was used for several years by the US military for a variety
of tasks, including messenger duty and reconnaissance. It was produced by Kawasaki Heavy
Industries in Japan and exported to many parts of the world, including the U. It is similar in
appearance to the larger KLR In other markets the KLX was introduced in and has been sold to
the current day. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article relies largely or entirely on a
single source. Relevant discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help improve this
article by introducing citations to additional sources. This article needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. Part No. Categories : Kawasaki motorcycles
Dual-sport motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Hidden categories: Articles needing
additional references from April All articles needing additional references All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from April Articles needing
additional references from October Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Add links. Year Type. Versys KL Super Sherpa. Ninja Ninja SL. Ninja R. Ninja ZXR. ZX
Tomcat. Sport touring. Ninja H2 SX. Vulcan ENA. Vulcan S. Vulcan VN Ninja ZX-RR. Kawasaki's
KLR is a fun, economical, long-lasting and undemanding dual purpose machine. The Kawasaki
KLR was never intended as an enduro machine and its limitations are obvious off and on road.
Avoid pillions. By-and-large the Kawasaki KLR is well made and intrinsically robust. Kawasaki
KLR's will have had hard lives. But they are hardy wee beasties and should give plenty of riding
pleasure. Find a Kawasaki KLR for sale. Read what they have to say and what they like and
dislike about the bike below. I use my KLR primarily as a street motorcycle. Pays for itself with
savings from fuel cost. Very happy with the 23hp this model produces. Im a bigger guy and it
cruises just fine with me at I have never opened it up to see how fast it will go. Keep the oil and
filter fresh, and keep the chain clean and lubed. There needs to be more aftermarket options for
this bike. Buying experience: Payed cash to a local EBay seller. Comfortable bike, decent power
for a , great dual sport excellent on and off road. A little top heavy is the main chink in the KLR's
armour. Very comfortable bike, you'd be surprised how good it really is. I do think the brakes
could be a little beefier though. Engine performs well, always could use more power, but for an
87' it is really good! I also like to give it some carb cleaning and valve adjustment but that
doesn't cost me anything. The tool bag on it is junk. This is an all business machine. I have only
ridden my KLR I do not know how representative of KLR 's my one is. I downsized from the big
bikes for better mpg. However I did not want to go 2 stroke again because I was sick of my
clothes stinking of 2 stroke oil after 2 hours in the saddle. So the KLR I thought was the way to
go. The article is not accurate. I am writing this 27th July , a previous poster says mistakes in
the article have been rectified There are mistakes. The engine well my one which is old so I do
not know how "normal" it is.. It is not happy and balanced before the indicated. The absolute
max rpm achieved on my one between gear shifts is 8,rpm indicated. At this rpm it really is
rough. So why do Kawasaki redline it much higher than this? Maximum rpm not blipping
between gears seems to be rpm and maybe just up to rpm downhill if you are lucky. I think my
one is not the best and tired. I like the totally accurately recorded Mixture of riding across
Dartmoor on the roads , A roads, and town centres proper touring. With sections of flat out dual
carriageway this was reduced to Figures are imperial UK gallons Plus points Although I do
triathlon training, and after all day training, kicking it then is the only time I have found it
laboured. I find comfort reasonable. I have been in the saddle for 10 hours sometimes with
stops for fuel and sandwiches. It does feel more comfortable than my KMX's to be in the saddle
for long periods. Good analogue dials. Bad points:- Too low geared in top gear or needs more
gears. It does not rev and on my one is too easy to sit at max rpm in top gear. Even on country
lanes I often want another gear or two more than what I have. Does not rev to my satisfaction.
Really on mine feels the optimal sustained limit. Although I have sat at rpm for sustained
periods, but that does not feel "sweet". Sometimes indicator switch needs to be triple check its
turned off, as sometimes hard to centralise on mine. Brakes could be sharper. Hence I went for
this having owned 's before. However now I want to check out the Suzuki DR maybe as an "in
between" that may have what I want. The lack of top end rpm and the need of additional top
gears are the reasons why my rating is 3 stars across the board. If it revved and had more gears
it would have ticked all my boxes. Summary good comfortable run about for short trips only.
Great mpg. Needs to rev and have more gears though. Had one of these years ago. Because its
a single there's a reasonable amount of power at low revs but there isn't much point in revving
it out. Somebikes have had problems with cams pitting due to restricted oil flow to the head. If
used at high revs for sustained periods of times it can burn oil and the end can is prone to
rusting. It wheelies and stoppies fairly well and the bikes light so it can be thrown about easily.
On the road the bikes ok but the lack of power makes overtaking at anything other than lower

speeds a long winded effort. Handling is fairly good but the 21" front wheel limits decent road
bias tyre choice. Its got adequate power for green laning and this is probably its niche. For
those not wanting to bomb around it's a good choice and fuel economy is very imrpessive.
Owners' rating 3. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 11 images. Warranty term
Two year unlimited mileage. Model history Kawasaki KLR introduced and ran virtually
unchanged except for cosmetics for 17 years. Other versions None. Love the KLR ! Engine 5 out
of 5 Very happy with the 23hp this model produces. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Keep the oil and
filter fresh, and keep the chain clean and lubed. Equipment 4 out of 5 There needs to be more
aftermarket options for this bike. Engine 4 out of 5 Engine performs well, always could use more
power, but for an 87' it is really good! Equipment 3 out of 5 The tool bag on it is junk. Engine 3
out of 5. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5. Equipment 3 out of 5. Engine 2 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out
of 5. Kawasaki KLR motorcycle review - Side view. Tall Summary of owners' reviews. Make
Kawasaki. Model KLR. I'm selling my KLR along with its cover. I'm moving out of state and I
can't take it with me. The bike is in excellent shape for its model year and runs well. Tires are
virtually new and it has new blinkers. It has 5, miles on it. Only 5K. Very fun on and off road
street or mud, Never crashed, mostly pavement riding and some gravel roads. Needs nothing. Is
street legal and gets roughly 60 mpg or better, I have a clean title in hand. The Kawasaki KLR
dual-purpose motorcycle is designed to carry its passengers on any motorcycle excursion, on
or off the highway. Its comfort and performance are excellent for riding on city streets, while
long travel suspension and high ground clearance allow it to continue when the pavement ends
for exploring paths less traveled. You won't find a cleaner one with less miles. Come get it
before it is gone. Model Klr. Comes with a 4 year, 80, mile warranty that is transferable to new
owner. Every single upgrade listed on this bike has less than miles on it. Has clear and dark
smoke lenses and adjustable cheek pieces. I've also got an all black Fulmer padded riding
jacket with weather proof zip insert if you're interested. I also have an Eagle Mike doohickey kit
and drill through Subframe upgrade kit that haven't been installed yet. Both items come with all
tools required to install, including the Rotor holder wrench thats needed to upgrade the
doohickey. I've got an assortment of oils, lubricants, cleaning tools and the works that I'll throw
in with the sale of this bike. This bike is clean, and I mean clean. I babied the hell out of it, which
is a big part in me selling it, in almost 2 years i've put less than 1, miles on it. I've got true street
bikes and I've got true off road bikes, I can't find myself taking this off road and beating it up, I
bought it brand new and it was just too nice for me to beat on, so it just sits and gets the
occasional highway rides on it, which isn't what it was meant for. So due to the fact that i've got
2 highway cruisers and don't ride this like its intended to, I'm letting it go. Its pouring rain here
so I'm unable to get pictures today so i'll throw up a few pictures that I've taken over the last
month or 2 while I've been adding upgrades. To view that information, please click on the "view
website" link in the details section below. Most of our bikes are sold fully serviced, detailed and
have a nationwide warranty of up to days. And yes, we also take trades! Model KLR Nice
Condition! Ready To Ride An experienced off-road motorcyclist knows the advantages of a
good dual-purpose motorcycle: the lightweight chassis makes it easy to ride, the upright
seating position is comfortable and perfect for scanning the horizon, and it's inexpensive to
own and operate. Best of all, a dual-purpose bike gives the rider the ability to simply ride from
the garage to explore quiet dirt roads and out-of-the-way places, which is why the Kawasaki
KLR is so much fun. The KLR is powered by a four-stroke, single-cylinder liquid-cooled engine
with dual overhead cams operating four valves for superior performance. Double engine
counterbalancers keep the powerplant running smooth from idle to redline, and an automatic
cam chain tensioner helps maintain more precise cam timing without maintenance. The frame
for the KLR is made of the same high-tech, high-tensile steel used in Kawasaki's world-class KX
motocross machines. A detachable, lightweight aluminum rear subframe simplifies
maintenance by providing access to the airbox, carburetor and rear shock. The latter features
adjustable spring preload and rebound damping. Helping to maintain good traction on
pavement or dirt roads, the KLR's wheels are shod with universal tires, while a single front disc
brake and rear drum brake help to ensure smooth, powerful stops. Model KLR Great KLR dual
sport bike. Great shape and always kept in the garage. It has approximately 10, miles and has a
kick starter. This is good trail bike as well as around town. Gets great gas mileage approximately 70 mpg - with a 2. Contact me for additional information. Built Beyond Belief
Experience unforgettable supercharged street performance with the Kawasaki Ninja H2
motorcycle. KHI , complemented by only the highest quality components. The result is an
awe-inspiring work of mechanical art, Built Beyond Belief. Model Klr Only 1, miles! Always
garaged. This motorcycle runs and starts perfectly and needs nothing. Two keys, owner's
manual and original tool kit provided. Allows flash-to-pass, headlights to be turned off and
provides push-to-cancel turn signals. Battery Tender Notes: If ad is up, it's still for sale. Priority

given to email responses that include your name and phone number. I will not respond to offers
by email, you must inspect the bike first. I will not transport the bike so you can look at it. No
trades. I absolutely love this thing and would love to get on again. Gets mpg mixed riding so it
is sure to save you on fuel while being a blast to ride. I took it off road a couple times but not for
long and nothing to serious. Generally used for blasting around town, running errands, and the
occasional trip up to cuesta. If you're looking to go fast, this isn't for you, but it doesn't mean
you won't have fun with this guy. Really a great bike for a beginner it was my first bike or for an
experienced rider just looking for something simple. I cannot say enough good things about
this bike. Unfortunately I need to stick with just the car for the next 6momo as I move and make
some big life changes, move and all that good stuff so my loss is your gain. I am relatively
flexible on the price and I'll make sure it's tuned up before letting it go. The battery is pretty new
but I'll get the chain lubed and the oil changed before letting it go at no additional cost to the
buyer. I have a cheap black dual sport looking helmet I'll be more than happy to throw in for the
buyer as well. Let me know if you have any questions and when you might like to come see it.
Day Heights, OH. Grants Pass, OR. Burnet, TX. Coconut Creek, FL. Memphis, TN. Ravenscroft,
TN. Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Klr
Year Make Kawasaki Model Klr. Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Kawasaki
Model Klr ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit
Cancel. These dual-purpose motorcycles boast a cc engine and provide a superior ride for
confidently navigating through city streets or of
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f-road trails. Get things started with the push of a button and enjoy the crisp, responsive power
on the street or the trails. Smooth acceleration and strong torque can power you through
rugged terrain. With full-size wheels and tires, confidently tackle off-road trails, while also
comfortably cruising the pavement with ease. Coupled with an adjustable long-travel telescopic
USD front fork, the KLX line amounts to a superior ride even in challenging off-road terrain.
Easy to manage and fun to ride, the KLX proves to be the ultimate dual-purpose companion. Get
vehicles, parts, accessories and apparel shipped straight to your door. Consistent Performance.
On and Off-Road Capability. Superior Ride. Subscription Preferences. Enter your email address
so that we can find your existing information. Sorry, cannot submit. Invalid fields exist in below
form. If you are currently subscribed, check your email for a secure link. Didn't receive an email
from us? We're Sorry. There has been an error.

